NOTES

1. NOTICE: Dimensional accuracy is 1/4".
2. Minimum tank wall thickness is 1/4".
3. All resin used is compliant with ASTM D 1248 as required by CSA B66 and LAMPO Ps-1-2004.
4. Septic tank material of construction is HWM-HDPE.
5. Primary dimensions are in inches.
6. Minimum tank wall thickness is 1/4".
7. Labeling will include: manufacturer name, liquid capacity, date, maximum dual depth, and model number.
8. Warning: Do not enter - Position capa - written in English, French & Spanish.
9. Maximum dual depth is 36".
10. Models ST-750, ST-1000, ST-1250, ST-1500 are all certified to CSA and LAMPO standards.
11. Models ST-300, ST-200 and ST-1000 are compliant with CSA and LAMPO standards.

WARNING:

The riser cover is less than 75 pounds.

Septic Tank Notes

Isometric

24"ID. Dia. (2) thread (bottom)
Threaded access opening
Pass thru slot inside tank
gas (top) / liquid (bottom)
( full circumference) horizontal structural reinforcing ribs
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